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Fourth Quarter 2011 Investment Commentary Key Takeaways

After huge volatility, the S&P 500 index ended 2011 where it started, with its 2% return coming
from dividends. Smaller and mid-cap stocks closed the year down 4.2% and 1.7%, respectively, de-
spite also posting double-digit fourth-quarter gains. Fear over Europe and slowing growth in China
dragged foreign stocks down 11.8%, with China concerns and a flight from risk hitting emerging-
markets stocks even harder; they fell 18.8%.

High-quality bonds were on the other side of the volatility, with sharp flight-to-safety rallies that
helped net the Vanguard Total Bond Market Index a 7.6% full-year gain. Over shorter periods in
which investors’ decisions about getting in and out of stocks are driven by macro headlines (often
referred to as “risk-on, risk-off”) there is less consideration for fundamentals of individual stocks.
This creates long-term opportunities, but can be frustrating over shorter periods.

The huge amount of debt in the developed world continues to drive our expectations about the
years ahead. As most of the developed world struggles to dig out from under a mountain of debt,
all options involve economic pain that is compounded by political uncertainty.

We believe the risk of our most negative scenario, in which a financial crisis in Europe leads to a
global recession, increased in the fourth quarter. We still believe this is somewhat unlikely but we
cannot rule it out, and because it would have a major impact, we must take into account both its
odds and the level of damage it would cause.

In our base-case scenario there is no major financial crisis, but growth remains slow in the years
ahead due to ongoing headwinds from deleveraging and we continue to see elevated volatility.
Given these significant risks, and the low likelihood that our optimistic scenario will play out and
lead us to miss out on very strong returns, we have a reduced weighting to equities.

Our equity underweight means we would not participate as fully in the shorter term if stocks ral-
ly, as could happen if European policymakers are able to coordinate on measures to address their
growing financial crisis. If this happens, along with continued positive surprises from the U.S. econ-
omy, stocks could rally quite sharply. We nevertheless believe, given the potential damage of a
very negative outcome, it is more prudent to take some risk off the table and wait for more attrac-
tive opportunities.
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As most of the developed world struggles to dig out from under a mountain of debt, all options in-
volve economic pain that is compounded by political uncertainty. Having hit debt levels that are un-
sustainable, deleveraging (debt reduction relative to GDP) is necessary. Ideally this comes from eco-
nomic growth—increasing the denominator in the debt/GDP ratio. But when debt is so high, it be-
comes a headwind to growth. Governments try to use fiscal stimulus to counterbalance the private
sector’s retrenchment, but this can only continue for so long, as increased government spend-
ing/stimulus adds to the growing burden of public debt. So, that leaves spending reductions and tax
increases as solutions at the government level (austerity), or some degree of debt default. Default can
happen in two ways: (1) not repaying debt, or (2) creating inflation by “printing” money so that
money is devalued. Both of these options create other problems.

Governments can also attempt to force “finan-
cial repression,” where they use all possible
tools to keep interest rates low. This serves
several purposes including keeping their bor-
rowing rates low so that the debt-service bur-
den does not explode to impossible levels. For
investors, this means low returns from fixed-
income investments.

The lesson from economic history is that,
without exception, a debt-induced financial
and banking crisis results in a lengthy period
of subpar economic growth. This is exactly
what has been happening throughout the de-
veloped world economies since the 2008 fi-
nancial crisis. Weak economic growth leads to
periodic recession fears and unacceptably high
unemployment. Moreover, high debt levels
mean that we will likely be living with huge

macro-level risks for a few more years at least. If we are right, it is probable that we will experience
(1) continued high financial market volatility and (2) reduced investor risk appetites, meaning lower
prices for risk assets like stocks and high-yield bonds than would otherwise be the case.

Russian Roulette?
There are many debt-related risks in the world today. Europe is an obvious big risk in the near term
and, as the sovereign debt situation has worsened, it has increased the chances of our most negative
deflation scenario playing out—though we still view this outcome as unlikely. What we’re seeing in
Europe is that investors are afraid that the region lacks the political unity and possibly even the fi-
nancial capacity required to provide a sufficient financial backstop for the Eurozone. That increases
the risk of weaker governments defaulting on their debt, which makes investors demand higher
yields for taking on that risk. Those higher yields contribute to an adverse feedback loop that makes
a default even more likely, because governments can’t sustain interest payments above a certain lev-
el, so only some type of unified policy action and intervention can allow governments to roll over all
the debt that is coming due.

It is very possible that we will find out during the next year whether Europe can keep the EU togeth-
er and get through the crisis with a mild recession or, at the other extreme, whether we will see an
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EU collapse triggering defaults in the trillions of euros, a 2008-type banking crisis, and possible Eu-
ropean or even global depression. There are other outcomes in between these two extremes. Most
economists now view recession in Europe in 2012 as almost certain. European authorities have so far
been ineffective in containing the crisis through incremental steps. The worsening of the crisis actu-
ally increases the likelihood that the European Central Bank will finally step in more decisively and
provide major support for the sovereign debt market and the banking system, e.g., by buying Italian
and Spanish government debt via “quantitative easing” (much as the Federal Reserve has done with
Treasuries) to bring down interest rates, restore confidence, and break the debt-contagion adverse
feedback loop. But, this is not certain and the question of whether they will do it in time to avoid a
serious and potentially devastating economic downturn is one we can’t confidently answer. The
costs of a European Union break-up are high so there should be strong motivation to avoid it, but the
political and practical realities are highly complex.

As we enter 2012, stress on the banking system is intensifying and banks are downsizing by aggres-
sively reducing lending, selling assets, and pulling out of many markets as funding has dried up and
assets on their balance sheets have become riskier and less valuable. Their actions are being felt
around the world. In short, there is already a European banking crisis though not yet as severe as
what we saw in 2008 in the United States.

The global ramifications of a disorderly EU breakup would likely be severe. The banking system
would be a primary way to transmit the crisis globally and trade would be a secondary transmission
mechanism. Though most of the direct exposure to default is with European banks (and they also
operate in the U.S. and around the world), U.S. banks have exposure through derivatives (a financial
instrument whose price is derived from the value of another asset or group of assets). Unfortunately,
there is a lack of transparency that makes it impossible to fully understand the nature and amount of
the derivatives risk to U.S. banks. (We have seen estimates that exposure through counterparty
risk—the risk that the other party to a derivatives contract does not live up to its obligations—is as
high as $4 trillion.) The likely result of this scenario would be at the very least a developed world re-
cession, as credit could temporarily freeze and trade levels would drop. This would also result in a
slowdown in some emerging economies and outright recession in others. Heightened risk triggered
by concerns about sovereign risk could also trigger a funding crisis. According to the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development, developed countries will need almost $11 trillion in
funding in 2012—mostly maturing loans needing to be rolled over. Normally this would not be a
problem. But a European meltdown could conceivably trigger market pressure on the heavily indebt-
ed U.S. and Japanese economies (though capital has to go somewhere and U.S. Treasuries remain
the asset of choice in times of heightened risk aversion).

Policy tools would likely be more limited than in 2008 and 2009 because we’ve already used up
some of our “bullets,” contributing to government debt levels that are very high and that could re-
duce the political will to allow them to expand further. We view this overall scenario as improbable
because the ramifications are so extremely negative that authorities will want to avoid it at all costs.
However, we have learned not to dismiss the unthinkable and we are not able to have complete con-
fidence in policymakers taking effective actions at the right time. For investors it then becomes al-
most like a game of Russian roulette. There is only one bullet in the gun, but are we willing to take
the chance?

While Europe is the imminent risk there are other worries. The U.S. economy, though still weak, has
performed somewhat better recently and appears to have moved back above stall speed. But, 2012
will be a year of fiscal contraction with the amount still uncertain as we write this. If a European
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meltdown can be avoided it is expected that the United States will continue its slow expansion, but
our own maddening political dysfunction, severe debt problems, and continued housing weakness
makes the United States susceptible to economic shocks and policy errors. (The Fed is conducting
another round of stress tests on banks and their worst-case assumptions are telling: 13% unemploy-
ment, a 21% decline in home prices, and a 52% peak-to-trough decline in the stock market.)

Japan is one of the most indebted developed countries and highly susceptible to rising interest rates.
China’s economy is slowing and the authorities are now moving to stimulate growth. But, the impact
of its previously booming real estate sector, which according to some reports is now contracting at
disturbing levels in some regions, and slowing export growth to the developed world, remain serious
risk factors. We can’t confidently predict whether China will be able to avoid a sizable slowdown in
growth (a “hard landing”). But, we are concerned because of the importance of China’s impact on
global growth, which has been disproportionate to their portion of the global economy. (Based on
World Bank data, in 2010 China accounted for almost 20% of global growth.) A hard landing for
China would be a significant blow to the developed world economies. And, yet another risk to the
global economy as we move into 2012 is the possibility of rising Middle East tensions (with Iran
specifically) driving up the price of oil.

So Where Are We? Our Portfolio Strategy
In the 20 years since Walker & Associates was founded we have managed through many challenging
environments. However, none has been more challenging than the recent financial crisis and the af-
termath that continues. The weight of the evidence suggests to us that it is right to be cautious, but
there are bullish arguments worth examining. By far the strongest bullish argument, in the short run,
is that authorities will do whatever it takes to avoid financial catastrophe, and therefore there will be
much stronger steps taken in Europe. For example, if the ECB undertakes major quantitative easing
as discussed above, global stock markets could experience a massive rally. If this coincides with
continued improvement in the U.S. economy, 2012 could turn out to be a very good year for the
stock market. That could happen because a second bullish factor is that companies have piles of cash
and are ready to spend it if uncertainty declines or demand increases. So, if policies are pushed for-
ward that reduce some of the scariest risks, we could see companies loosening up their purse strings.
This could be a positive double play for the economy and markets—as we’d have both policies that
reduce uncertainty and a business sector that is poised to expand. A 20% to 30% return for stocks
from year-end levels is not out of the question.

Overall, our decision to reduce risk across our balanced strategies means that we could continue—
perhaps for several years—to underperform our benchmarks in some scenarios that are possible. In
these outcomes we wouldn’t look as good for a period of time as we would have by maintaining a
more neutral investment position. We accept the risk of trailing under some scenarios for a number
of reasons. First, while the odds of a very negative scenario playing out are relatively low, its effects
would be highly damaging, and we think our optimistic scenario is even less likely. Second, our
most-likely scenario involves no crisis but slow growth for many years, with mediocre returns for
stocks (in the mid-single-digits), and periods of high volatility that create opportunities to add back
stocks at more attractive prices. Third, our process and the decisions that result reflect our commit-
ment to thorough research, intellectual honesty, and discipline, and we believe this kind of process
has the best long-term likelihood of success. Finally, although some might conclude we are wrong if
these risks don’t happen (and we think this is the greater likelihood) it is our job is to make decisions
that we believe best serve our clients, not our business. – Walker & Associates (1/11/12)


